Members of the Dance Society spilled out onto the floor, but as the music wore on, dancers began to drop out.

Dancers
1. Nouveau ____
2. Value
3. Several feet
4. Pierces
5. Bisect
6. Boa or asp
7. Story message
8. Dancer Alvin
9. Wanders
10. Dive forward
11. Liquid food
12. Ticket prices?
13. Little ones
14. Pine Tree state
15. Swigs
16. Bake
17. Like a confident person (hyph)
18. Hackneyed
19. Move gracefully
20. Indicate
21. Aromatic seed
22. Leg bone
23. Pattern
24. Seamstress Head
25. Turns in football
26. Shoe spike
27. Hoodlums
28. Brownish tone
29. Thought process
30. Wood-shaper
31. Full of dirt, like a roiled river
32. Swiss river
33. Belgian city of import in 1814
34. Glossy Asian fibers
35. Eagle’s nest
36. Queen of Scots et al

Dropouts
Horizontal
Deadlock or impasse
Inflame or excite (archaic)
Kansas City ennead
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Lacking neatness
Partner to me and I
Separate from a larger mass

Vertical
Em, to Dorothy
Give into; enter a contest
Nun covering
Savor with delight
Straightforward; truthful
Zeus’s sweet drink

NW-SE (wrapping around)
Brokaw or Rather, until recently
Christian ministers in toto
Either Streep or Hoffman in a 1979 movie
Goodness
Heavy shoe, often of leather
Tatar groups

NE-SW (wrapping around)
Ample or sufficient
Ball-Arnaz company
Least common
Rabbit-sized rodent
Shoves out of the way
Slender and thin